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THE TACKY TREACLE TRUTH
phrase to the English language. Treacle was
pumped to the surface in tubes and if the
temperature was low and the treacle hard it
travelled slowly and was known as being
‘slow on the uptake’. ‘Syrup of Figs’ a popular
cockney rhyme-slang to mean a wig, came
from the practice of passing off lesser-quality
Syrups as Treacle by thickening the stuff
with fig oil. Fig oil came in narrow necked
bottles known as Rigs, pouring it out was a
fussy process known as a ‘rig-my-oil’ or
Rigmarole as it sounded after application of
the broad Eastfolk accent. Often one was
heard to not give a ‘fig’ for something,
meaning that they were not bothered with
trying to hoax the syrup into looking like
treacle.

Many would agree that the
subject of Treacle Mining is a
sticky one at best; facts are few and
far
between
with
ludicrous
assertions all over England (and it
DOES appear to be particular to
England) concerning the mining of
this peculiar gold.

Perhaps the illegal trade in unlicensed
treacle, perhaps the smuggling, perhaps the
illicit unlicensed mines or perhaps the
resistance to the Unions has introduced a
shroud of mystery over the topic, but the
truth is as clear as the light that beams down
the various lightshafts in the mines
themselves:

Treacle is tricky as well as sticky.
Dig too deep and it’s Molasses you’re
mining, too shallow and it is merely syrup.
Sourcing and tapping the richest seams of
Treacle is an art as much as it is a skilled
profession. Miners are brave men, but when
it comes to Treacle it includes women too,
perhaps the only face workers that have ever
included the ‘Fairer Sex’, the Treacle Tarts as
celebrated in song by The Young Un Thanks.
In the olden days (specifically set at pre
14th Century) Treacle was extracted from
open fissures much like coal in Pennsylvania
but on a much smaller scale. The high sugar
content in treacle and the purity caused it to
become a precious export commodity and
where there’s gold there’s gold regulation
and controls. Open-faced mining is hard to
disguise, whereas deep-shaft mining allows
the practice to continue out of sight of the
authorities. Throughout the 18th and 19th
Century H. M. Customs and Excise were
happy to police the mines of Kent and Essex,
both particularly rich sources of finest
Treacle, the three mines further north in
Eastfolk
went
largely
undetected.
Undetected or a blind-eye was turned in
exchange for lucrative ‘stick-backs’ as they
were called.
Long Sufferingham had the best advantage:
a deep vein of treacle set beside a sea port
created with only a short distance of
above-earth travel for the barrels. As soon as
the stuff was mined and contained it was
onto a wherry and bound for Holland
(usually) or north to the port of Lowestoffee
where land-born transport was sorted under
the cloak of darkness and away from the
snooping Blythburgh Customs Officers.
These Customs Officers have a reputation
of legend, if properly treated (paid off) they
adopted a carefree and seeming ignorance of
passing illegal trade. Distilled Treacle passed
unnoticed if they were handsomely rewarded
and became known as the famous Blithe
Spirit now so readily used for celebrations in
pubs like the Cobbold Arms
As soon as Treacle became a valuable
additive to Gun Cotton (1867) it’s world
market value soared, here a niche product
suddenly had two niches to fill and the entire
country benefitted from the increased
explosivity in ordnance used by the Sappers
and Artillery on their constant empire
battlefields. “Save It For Jerry” punned the
headlines on posters during the first world
war as Treacle was despatched in the familiar
‘Jerry Cans’ to the Armaments Factories in
Beccles while housewives and cooks were
encouraged to settle for cruder molasses or
tasteless syrup for their sponges and biscuits
on the home front.
Many a legend grew up around the dangers
of Treacle Mining in tales, in song and in

And so what of the demise of this
once-valuable asset?

3 miners with the new Treacle Owl warning lamps
literature, far too many to exhaust here, but
mention must be made of ‘Flat’ Jack Barr (b.
1823) His legend emerged in various guises as
‘Flap Jack’ (America) and as Flat Jack
Molasses (the tale of his death under a
heavily laden barrel alluded to the “‘flat’
moniker’’) but the truth, if truth ever there
was appears to be more mysterious than that.

Martin Carthy no less!) 20 men lay
half-buried after some bright spark lit a
‘roley’ underground… “there was a loud
retort, an awful smell of sulphur and burning
cabbage and the roof fell in” reported one
survivor. There was only a tiny crevice
through which they could escape. Treacle
being highly calorific, most of the miners
enjoyed the attributes of a large belly, but not
Jack, he was thin and wiry and in no little
pain, he managed to flatten his ribcage in
order to squeeze through the gap, raise the
alarm, fetch help and the men were saved.
The term ‘Flat Jack’ stuck and caged Treacle
Owls were used in the shafts from then on to
detect escaping gasses from the bottom of the
seam and from the miners themselves. The
ancient gambol of Phartalight was strictly
confined to above-ground from that day on.
(incidentally, the Americans mis-heard the
tale and Flapjacks, - the sticky cake of treacle,
eel’s lungs and oats - became a popular treat
at tea time, the addition of jellied eel lending
itself to a greater flapping in the preparation
thereof.)

Treacle mining carried other
dangers. Many a miner suffered
from ‘Gold Lung’ much as their
coal-face counterparts suffered
from black lung.
(above) Flat Jack Barr
– photo courtesy of the Blaxhall Ship Archive

It was well known that Jack had a
sensitive Olfactory and his
enormous nose was put to use at
great depths whereby he could
literally sniff out a Treacle seam that
may have lain buried behind tons of
clay and sand (most of Eastfolk is
based on either substrata).
The awful result of Treacle’s inflammatory
properties came to light with the explosion in
the Treacle Mining Disaster of 1941
(celebrated in song by The Bee Gees and then

The medical term for this is Pellentesque
Apparatus Aspiratione commonly termed
‘Sticky Lung’ as well, and it involves the
gumming up of ventricles in the lung if face
masks are not adopted. The only known
treatment was a cessation of going
underground and so many sufferers became
confined to desk jobs in the mining company
offices and many still suffered an early
demise as the treacle crystalised inside their
lungs and breathing became greatly
hindered.
In Blaxhall today there is still a Treacle
Miners Benevolent Fund, now that no
original miners remain, funds are re-directed
into good causes to benefit the village.
Treacle Mining techniques donated many a

In short, the absence of wars and the
improvements in high explosives killed off
the demand for Treacle Bombs, the removal
of high taxes on sugar lowered the market
value of all sweetening products (including
the inferior honey) and the increased
demands for sugar in foodstuffs caused
industry to look for less arcane sources of the
sweet stuff and East Anglia became clothed
in field after field of Sugar Beet. Sugar Beet
grows only a few feet underground, can be
mined from the surface and rushed to
refineries by huge lorries in a matter of
hours, one of the largest being Tate And Lyle
in Bury St. Edmund Blackadder visible on the
A14 and smellable for miles around that
town.
Mention should be made of the two
dynasties that invested so heavily in Treacle;
the Lyle family (shortly to become Gallagher
and Lyle) who were taken over by the Tates
after their successful venture into the Arts at
Tate Britain, Tate Liverpool, Tate Modern
and Waters Tate. Noel and Liam Gallagher
are probably the most famous descendents
from
this
empire,
naming
their
light-entertainment troupe after their
mother’s
flower-arranging
equipment
company: ‘Oasis’
The Treacle Miners Reminisence Group (or
Tea-Emargy for short) will host a history tent
at this year’s FolkEast festival, in which can
be seen various acoutrements and tools used
exclusively by the trade. They are always
keen to take donations of literature or
ephemera appertaining to this ancient
tradition, please contact them via the Long
Sufferingham Tourist Office.
For more details about Treacle Mining,
please refer to Stikipedia.

TOPLESS MODEL!
See page 3
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WHAT FAME IN A NAME?
An article by Ena Smutchass
Hot debate surrounded an answer to a pop quiz question
popped recently in the famous Cratfield Poacher Pub Quiz
semi-finals. (last Thursday in every month – quiz fans) The
question asked: “what European town did Marvin Gaye make his
home in shortly before his death?” The answer is, of couse,
Ostende (look it up).
Visions emerge of the six-foot-plus soul legend, the black Frank
Sinatra, in white suit and red knitted wooly hat roaming the
streets of this forgotten windy seaside town now stripped of its
ferry service status, the man who wrote played, produced and
performed ‘What’s Going On’ tramped the streets looking for the
Frites Wagon or buying a red tubular Cricket lighter for to roast
his exotic tobaccos. Who knows why? Perhaps he was a tad
over-refreshed when a friend recommended London’s East End to
him? All the same it is a true story.
Yet wait. Are there not tales of further obscure residential
hideaways? Tales that would confound even the most plausible of
pub pop quizmasters?
Indeed there are, right here in Eastfolk too, and here are just a few
of these facts that lie somewhere off the coast of the Wikipedia
peninsular.
Take Ike and Tina Turner, once US pop soul legendary married
couple at war. After they left Nutbush in the USA, and in order to
avoid the draft, they came to a tiny village not far from Glemham
and set up their final residence together. This was long before Tina
Turner became the mini-skirted GILF so adored today, it was here
that their marriage foundered, and their two year residence was
celebrated by the renaming of the hamlet Iken Tina Turner,
shortened to merely Eyke after Tina returned to the USA.
Halesworth, Suffolk holds an embarrassing richness of streets
named after famous residences, the two Bedingfield twins; Daniel
and Natasha spawned Bedingfield Crescent and famed actress
Angela Lansbury spent a welcome 2 week rented break in the former
Gielgud Terrace, now renamed Lansbury Road.
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Little-known Dutch Progressive rock group ‘Focus’ (Hocus Pocus
charted in 1971 reaching the number 2 slot) recorded their album
‘Moving Waves’ in The Cut in Halesworth but spent so many hours
in the Spanish Community Centre drinking their finest Dutch coffee
it was renamed Focus Foods after their departure to fame and
riches. The band’s eccentric flautist Thijs Van Leer is often seen
showing a party of adoring fans the shop/café now so much more
better known than his band in their days of Whistle Test glory.
Further out into the woods that straddle the Eastfolk mountains
we find the birthplace of Lulu tribute star K.T. Tunstall, late of
Tunstall Forest, and there’s nearby Walpole a village named after
our first Prime Minister Sir David Cameron.
Sure, Australia may celebrate the origin of Alice Cooper with Alice
Springs, but Eastfolk can match that with the birthplace of the
father of The Light Bulb (Edison, born in the now-named Chediston
1847).
Then there’s long-forgotten American film star Bruce Willis who,
at the height of his fame, planted the vineyards of Bruiseyard. To
honour and celebrate the fact that progressive rock supremos (and
this is one for the pop quiz) Pink Floyd recorded their breakthrough
album ‘Meddle’ at the Pro-Corda studios in Leiston Abbey, staying
in a nearby village renamed ‘Middleton’ partly in celebration of
their residency but also cunningly avoiding swingeing merchandise
percentages by altering the spelling.
Golden-era Hollywood icon Mae West lived and had her two
children in Leton. After her departure the Parish Council added her
name in her honour to form the village now known as Westleton.

In much the same way, our older readers will remember that
Stadium House anthem ‘We Got The Power’ by Snap, recorded in
The Aldeburgh Maltings, (already home to Benjamin Britten no
less), but as he had died the venue could be renamed Snape in their
honour, being more famous and making more musical sense than
Britten ever did.
Quadrophenia star Lester Ash found peace and solace after his
sex-realignment operation by buying property near Wickham
Market, he emerged as ‘one for the dads’ Leslie Ash and the village
promptly became known by the locals fondly as Campsy Ash after
he’d had a few and displayed his exaggerated feminine traits in the
nearby pub The Cock and Ball.
It’s well known that David Frost was a local boy but did you know
that fellow TV stars Andrew and John Sachs were born and raised in
Mundham? Alongside neighbour and future jazz saxophoxnist
Johnny ‘John’ Coltrane a compromise was agreed and the town
became Saxmundham.
Most extraordinary of all is the tale of how the steelworks of Dale
Street took in a chirpy worker who was known to sing his
self-penned ditty ‘A Lovely Day’ to the rhythm of the factory steam
hammer.
A local record producer heard of this and immediately signed Bill
Withers, for it was he, up to an extensive contract and the rest is
history, all but the fact that the factory owner, holding much sway
with the locals as he employed them all, decided to rename the
village Withersdale Street in his honour.
So not so extraordinary this Marvin Gaye Ostend fact is it?
Famous literary figures also figure: Dracula author Bram Stoker
named himself after the village of Bramfield and thriller writer of
Paradise Lost adopted the name John Milton after passing through
little-known train station Melton at such a speed he was “causeth
too myke an errore of the spellinge’
If you want that extra bonus pub quiz point, take heed of the tiny
Eastfolk village of Knights Long Fitcham, look knowingly as you
affirm that the village initials gave name to it’s most famous
resident’s (one Bill Drummond), band - The KLF.
Peasenhall Coach company Whincops now hold monthly ‘Tours Of
The Stars’ where, on the payment of a trifling sum of £347.00 a
luxury 4 seat coach takes the lucky passenger on a whistle-stop tour
of these famous abodes. Passengers blow a whistle to stop the coach
in order to, perhaps, prolong the 23 minute journey and get their
money’s worth. Hence the term ‘The Old Grey Whistle Stop’
Liverpool may have had The Hollies and Manchester The Beatles,
but Eastfolk has its own musical heritage yearly embraced at the
Folk East Festival (name slightly re-arranged to avoid costly Eastfolk
County Council law suit and further to enable all manner of
unlicensed printed T Shirts)
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TOPLESS
MODELS OF
EASTFOLK
Lucky chap, Nicky Elliot, is the
proud owner of a 1971 Airfix kit
still in its bag with original
transfers.
“She’s a bit of a go-er” spurted
Nicky, “give me the glue and
Humbrol and she’s all mine just
you wait and see!”
We just can’t wait Nicky! Give
us a flash when it’s all done!

RR

DISCO VOLANTE

Disco legend Giorgio Moroder, producer for Donna
Summer, Blondie and many film soundtracks releases his
new album this month at the grand old age of 74, proving
that one is never too old to don a white suit and catch a
fever on Saturday nights.
Not wishing to appear out-of-step this year’s Folk East
Festival sees the return of DJ Rob Rutterford (58) on his
wheels-of-steel.
Rob has been turning out dub plates for many years and
has his own secret process for turning the finished items
into things of beauty. This year he experiments with three
decks and instead of vinyl he is using clay. Clay is a medium
far older than the popular black vinyl and the public can not
only marvel at his mixing techniques, but also have a go
themselves.
Naturally the clay is sourced locally (Cley Next The Sea)
and is also used in the Beauty Treatment Salon Tent and for
the hippos in the FolkEast Petting Zoo.
Rob will dollop goodly amounts of the brown stuff onto
the deck and get the thing turning to a fashionable beat,
what we used to call ‘mud’ the youngsters now call “Grime”
(so my daughter tells me, who also went on to say that Rob
will ‘Smash it’ with his ‘new tricks’ and then mention was
made of an Eskimo. - (Innuit, or was that just Innit? My
hearing aid had fallen out by then).
Rob, ably assisted by Val, his glamorous MC, has alighted
on the snail as a symbol this year. The snail was once the

Hop-Along
Can You See?
An investigation by Tessa Layshonne
Those who attended last year’s Folk
East will remember the hoo-hah that
surrounded the absence of Mr Jayk
Zepegg the performing Sciapod. To
briefly re-cap, Mr Zepegg is the
self-claimed last performing Sciapod
in Europe and was traveling from his
native Silesia in order to tour the UK
all Summer, including, of course, a
fixture at FolkEast. His visit held a
special meaning, as the last known
visit of a Sciapod to Eastfolk was
recorded as being 1590 and a special
carving was made of him to be found
in the end of a pew in nearby
Dennington Church.

Sciapod’s
(or Skiapodes) the
‘shadow-footed men’ need little

Eastfolk County symbol until the good Oldermen of the
burgh (The Young’uns) felt that it gave out the wrong sort of
signal and that a creature that leaves a slimey trail behind it
was best suited to the county of Essex or even Westfolk. Rob
will create a snail trail in honour of this change, he will be
bringing in his own decks, kilns, ovens, paint (green and
yellow) clay, aprons, goggles, sandwiches and tools and all
who attend can join in or simply stand back in wonder or,
indeed, wander. Or fill the dance floor and gyrate madly to
his beat as long as you can get past the Dance Master and
hordes of Morris, Molly and Stock Dancers on the underlit
Disco Dance Floor at FolkEast.

RR

GLOSSARY
To get ‘with it’ and appear ‘down with the kids’ this
handy local dialect glossary will help you navigate the
choppy waters of modern music and may help you
eardrop on de chat on Rob’s stall - y’know what I’m
sayin’ bruv?
EDM - Stands for Electrified Dunce Music
Wicked! – Popular musical in that London
Bro – See Edinbro
Dude – From ‘write the theme tune, sing the theme
tune dude da dude dude’
Smash It! – habit found in Greek restaurants before
the crash
Sick! – My vehicle is poorly, as in Sic Transit Gloria
Mundi
Cuz- short for Customs Officer
Def – I’m a little hard of hearing
Random – (House) famous book publisher
Jam – Jam
Safe – where the money is
Cool – In the fridge

Models own photo

introduction, but for the uninitiated,
they were a tribe of one-legged
Ethiopian or Indian men who had a
single giant foot which they raised into
the air to shade themselves against the
hot southern sun. The skiapods were
also popular in Medieval bestiaries and
map illustrations of the Terra
Incognita.

Pliny the Elder, Natural History 7. 23
(trans. Rackham) (Roman encyclopedia
C1st A.D.) :
"He [Ctesias, Greek historian C5th
B.C.] also describes a tribe of men [in
India or Ethiopia] called Monocoli who
have only one leg, and who move in
jumps with surprising speed; the same
are
called
the
Sciapodes
(Shadow-Foots) tribe, because in the
hotter weather they lie on their backs
on the ground and protect themselves
with the shadow of their feet.” This has
often been cited as the source of the
term ‘putting ones foot in it’ used in
many languages, especially Silesia.

My Bad – This article
As time moved on, the term became
to mean any man with just one leg, but
the original guise: one leg and one
enormous foot remained with circus
and freakshow performers right up
until the end of the 1800s.
In order to make money, it was
suspected that all manner of gruesome
home operations were carried out to
mechanically re-create a Sciapod,
sometimes the foot was false,
sometimes it was run over by suitably
heavy tumbrels on a regular basis to
expand the footprint, and some, like
Jayk Zepegg claimed to be a true-born
Sciapod.
Despite free-movement granted to
residents of the EEC, Mr Zepegg was
considered too much of an hideous
oddity to clear customs at Harwich and
he was sent back home and has not been
in contact since. It was hoped that he
could attend FolkEast in 2015 and a large
purse was raised as a handsome payment
but it seems that this is not to be.
En route to his native Spain,
Halesworth trader Juan Foucas spotted
a performing Sciapod that could well
have been Jake Zepegg and said that his
solo one-legged jig was a thing to
behold. Juan spotted bells around his
enormous ankle and he appeared to be
waving a white kerchief, whether this
was the special Eastfolk dance he
promised to devise remains uncertain.
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“Mind how y’geau”
Crime desk with P.C. Neil Innings
Just a short report this month as I am pleased to state
that crime figures for Eastfolk hit a record low, partly
due to our ability to flatly refuse to classify most petty
niggling complaints as crimes - crimes such as burglary
and assault can readily be handled by the various
agencies we put you in touch with.
The fact that the agency ’phone queing system takes a
good 70 minutes to get through (at premium rates) further
deters the claimant, thereby making a whopping 68%
saving on tax payers money and a whopping 98% increase
in welcome insurance claims.
However, there has been an ugly and unwelcome
increase in the particularly nasty and spiteful hate-crime
that is Pedalphoelia, commonly known as ‘bicycle theft’.
This has hit us all, no-one is immune from this disease and
should anyone spot a 1976 Raleigh Roadster, 28" frame
with distinctive ‘Police’ markings, they are to report it
directly to me personally at Long Sufferingham Police Sub
Station, as a total of four have gone missing. Do not bother
troubling the 101 or 999 services, I will personally handle
any such particular crime myself.
As you may see by the accompanying photo, Eastfolk
Police are out-in-force this month, anyone found touching
our bikes gets it - make no mistake.

Dear Mr Newsagent
Please reserve my copy of

The Eastfolk Chronicle
from now on
Name……………………………………………………
I understand that any inconvenience caused by your
doing so will be amply rewarded by my son insisting we
also buy some Sherbert Dips, Two boxes of sweet
cigarettes, A Rolo, Marathon and Curly Wurly plus a bag
of Pineapple Chunks to make it all worth your while.

A CONTINUING TRADITION

 The Great Oak 

The Annual Tree Dressing of the old blasted oak which
stands in front of Glemham Hall near the FolkEast
Festival site. The tree was clothed in 120 metres of purple
material with four Re-cycled bicycles covered in yellow.

An amusing account of the wearing of the first silk hat in London,
adapted from an old journal

THE TOP HAT IN 1797
John Hetherington, haberdasher, of The Strand, was
arrainged before the Lord Mayor yesterday on a charge of
breach of the peace and inciting to riot, and was required
to give bonds in the sum of £500. It was in evidence that
Mr. Hetherington, who is well connected, appeared on
the public highway wearing upon his head what he called
a silk hat, a tall structure having a shiny lustre and
calcuated to frighten the timid. In fact, officers of the
Crown stated that several women fainted at the sight,
while children screamed, dogs yelped, and young son of
cordwainer Thomas was thrown down by the crowd and
had his right arm broken. In extenuation of his crime, the
defendant claimed that he had violated no law, but was
merely exercising a right not denied any Englishman - To
appear in a head-dress of his own design.


‘Fear not:
nothing is
ever as bad
as it seems,
but then
nothing is
ever as
good as it
seems
either’
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 SPORTS DESK



with Carl Mia Ligher



 DWILE FLONKIN’ 

An account by Ricky P. Deah
The pastime of dwile flonking (also
dwyle flunking) involves two teams,
each taking a turn to dance around the
other while attempting to avoid a
beer-soaked dwile (cloth) thrown by
the non-dancing team.
“Dwile” is a knitted floor cloth, from
the Dutch dweil, meaning “mop” and
“flonk” is probably a corruption of
flong, an old past tense of fling.
According to the Friends of the
Lewes Arms, “The rules of the game are
impenetrable and the result is always
contested.”
A “dull witted person” is chosen as
the referee or “jobanowl”, and the two
teams decide who flonks first by
tossing a sugar beet. The game begins
when the jobanowl shouts

“Here y’go t’gither!”

The non-flonking team joins hands
and dances in a circle around a
member of the flonking team, a
practice known as “girting”. The
flonker
dips
his
dwile-tipped
“driveller” (a pole 2–3 ft long and made
from hazel or yew) into a bucket of
beer, then spins around in the opposite
direction to the girters and flonks his
dwile at them.
If the dwile misses completely it is
known as a “swadger” or a “swage”.
When this happens, the flonker must
drink the contents of an ale-filled
"gazunder” (chamber pot as in
“goes-under” the bed) before the wet
dwile has passed from hand to hand
along the line of now non-girting
girters chanting the ceremonial mantra
of

“pot pot pot”

A full game comprises four “snurds”,

each snurd being one team taking a
turn at girting. The jobanowl adds
interest and difficulty to the game by
randomly switching the direction of
rotation and will levy drinking
penalties on any player found not
taking the game seriously enough.
Points are awarded as follows:
• +3: a “wanton” - a direct hit on a
girter’s head
• +2: a “morther” or “marther” - a
body hit
• +1: a “ripple” or “ripper” - a leg hit
• -1 per sober person at the end of
the game
At the end of the game, the team with
the most number of points wins, and
will be awarded a ceremonial pewter
gazunder.
The earliest documented game of
dwile flonking was played at the
Beccles Festival of Sport in 1966.
According to BBC research, “No one
can remember the score, although
team members recalled feeling ‘pretty
fragile’ the following morning.” There
is a reference to the sport which
predates the Beccles Festival originating in the fertile imagination of
Eastfolk resident and some-time Goon
Michael Bentine, who had a show
called It’s a Square World, on the BBC. A
skit in one episode had explorers
stumble across a group of natives
playing the sport in the darkest reaches
of the English countryside. The episode
aired sometime between 1960 and
1964, when the show was originally
broadcasted.
The organisers of the Beccles festival
event were Andrew Leverett and
Robert Devereux, printing apprentices
at Clay’s of Bungay and Clowes of

Beccles,
respectively,
who
had
apparently been shown the rules on the
only decipherable portion of a
parchment document entitled: “Ye
Olde Booke of Suffolk Harvest Rituels”,
which George High of Bungay claimed
to have found the same year while
clearing out his late grandfather’s attic.
The inaugural teams were formed by
employees of Clay’s and Clowes
printers.
Some suspicion was cast on the game
in 1967, when the Eastern Daily Press
ran an article which stated that the
county archivist had failed to find any
mention of the game amongst the
county records. Dwile flonking
featured as a key element in legal
hearings later that year, when
assessing an application for a licence
extension to cater for the dinner dance
of the Waveney Valley Dwile Flonking
Association. The Waveney Valley Dwile
Flonking Association went on to make
their television debut on The Eamonn
Andrews television programme in
1967, which resulted in letters from
Australia, Hong Kong, and America
requesting a flonking rule book.
Schotts apparently authenticates the
game, citing historical evidence in a
16th-century painting by Pieter
Brueghel the Elder: Children’s games.
Though not strictly an Eastfolk game
there is plenty of evidence of the
trophy being held by winners at
various Eastfolk Inns such as The
Crown in Glemham and the Eels Foot
in Illsfut. FolkEast is attempting to host
a re-enactment display of Dwyle
Flunking though what transpires
cannot be guaranteed to either a:
happen or b: be accurate to any degree.

 For Pluck’s Sake 

This year’s FolkEast Festival heralds the nascent birth
of ‘Instrumental’ a celebration of all local Musical
Instrument makers from hereabouts and thereabouts too.
Though this idea will truly take flight in 2016, those who
attend this year will notice all manner of contraptors on
sight.
Possibly the most bizarre of these are the Pigeon
Pluckers who, after having trained their birds over many
a dark evening, manage to coax a beautifully tuned coo
from each bird by the deft plucking of their feathers.
Though EEC Regulations banned all use of living creatures
as musical instruments, they had to list each and every one
of these: Dancing Bears, Singing Mice, Howling Cats,
Suffering Sokatashes, all were researched, listed and
banned. Eastfolk remains outside the EEC and so all manner
of instrumental menageries abound, none more ancient
than the Pigeons what coo.
Being a competitive bunch, Eastfolk’s citizens have held a
competition for this event every year and this year it is
being held at the Festival itself.
This year Mr Tom Bola defends his championship and will
bid for the Pygeone Cup using the very same bird as he
played last year, Mr Bola, interviewed by the Chronicle back
in April, remarked ‘I hope she lasts out for the Festival, I got
a good three octave range out of her last night, of course if
she goes limp on us (dies) she’ll enjoy a second innings in the
pot” Mr Bola is well versed in the stringent UCI inspections

of each bird both before and after the competition, as they
hunt for hidden horns, violins and swanee whistles, Mr
Bola’s lap goes through a similar rummage ‘the best bit of
the competition” he says as he demands a female inspector.
It’s also not unknown for cheats to use EPO (Electronic
Pigeon Organs) so these have to be chemically tested at
random intervals too.
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The NTE Scheme

The London Inner
City Morris Side

Government Minister hits out at residents living below the poverty line

Captured from life during a moment of relaxation by Simon Trinder.
As well as cartoons, Simon is an accomplished watercolour artist who mostly illustrates
our feathered friends and their feathered friends.

CAPTION COMPETITION

Come up with a caption for Simon’s cartoon – A witty one-liner that makes us chuckle!
Email your entry to info@folkeast.co.uk with subject ‘Morris Mayhem’, and if it passes
muster at the FolkEast Censory Administration Department it will be published on the
FolkEast website.
The one that makes us laugh the loudest wins 2 Adult Weekend Tickets to FolkEast 2016.

Eastfolk has no one particular political
or party leaning, barely ever a candidate
stands and their two seats in Parliament
remain untouched by human bottom for
many years. In neighbouring Suffolk,
however the local Tory MP Dr Terry
Coughing often holds surgeries in the
Cobbold Arms (upstairs, private bar,
Thursday nights) where he listens intently
to the local woes and petty squabbles of all
four constituents who attend.
Last month he introduced the recent
Conservative Government Campaign ‘The
Need To Eat’ in which people are encouraged
to eat, as in failing this they tend to whither
and die of starvation. Mr Coughing was also
concerned about people living beneath the
poverty line as the trains that run on this
make one hell of a racket and sleep is hard to
get. This sorry state is in direct opposition to
last year’s Government directive the Need
To Sleep (NTS Scheme) in which the benefits
of slumber were greatly encouraged and free
packets of Ovaltine were distributed
amongst the poor. Not being one to shirk
responsibilities, Mr Coughing demonstrated
the finer points of the NTS scheme whilst
sitting in the House Of Commons. “You see,
it can be done most anywhere, at work, at
the dinner table and whilst driving. Even
though we have erected expensive road
signs saying “Tiredness kills – take a break”
few manage to properly fall asleep at the
wheel as the signs instruct, and so they drive
on drowsily and heavily lidded, a menace to
all other road users. If everyone learned to
fall asleep whilst driving the roads would be
a safer place”.

Dr Coughing will be present at the
FolkEast festival this year, taking calls
(expletives welcome) and talking to
parishioners, he will be found walking
amongst the Imagined Suffolk Food Village,
“I imagine I’ll have to demonstrate how the
Need-To-Eat scheme works by adding to my
trimmed down 25 stone athletic build, but if
I don’t set an example, how will others
follow?” After a full workshop on the
benefits of royally stuffing oneself Mr
Coughing may find time to demonstrate the
‘snooze’ and ‘doze’ exercises of the
Government approved Need To Sleep
programme.
“Those that remain living below the
poverty line will continue to lack sleep and
food and will only have themselves to
blame” added Mr Coughing.

Due to overwhelming response from our readership we announce the return of

How VERY EastFolk

A man named Treacle

If you know, or think you know someone who
sums up the fortitude, spirit and courage of
Eastfolk, please submit your entry to the editor
with a photograph and a reason why. We do
look at all your entries but we’re sorry we
cannot return them. Please ensure an adult is
present before submitting.
INDEED - Treacle is his real name. All other
names have been lost in years of brawling in bars
and people shouting out his name in support of
his pugilistic tendencies.
Treacle was so named as he IS lucky to walk
this earth. In 1960 his mother Maureen Common
went on a school trip ‘Nature Ramble’ out onto
the Long Sufferingham pastures, Maureen got
detached from the school party whilst stopping
for a crafty snout and, in falling into a large
crevice, accidentally discovered one of the
un-closed light-shafts of the Treacle Mines (long

thought to have been blown up). Maureen lay
stuck in the sticky stuff for 3 days and nights
before a hobbyist Molasses Detector, Kurt
Rejoyndah heard her cries whilst out with his
Sticky Stick searching for the sweet stuff.
Maureen was, by that time, heavily pregnant and
had just gone into labour. The pronounced bump
(pronounced ‘bermp’) in her belly had wedged
her between two outcrops and halted her fall into
the deeper mine-shaft workings. She was rushed
to the nearby Shirley Knott Memorial Hospital
and out popped a bemused, if somewhat sticky
baby boy. Treacle was born, named, grew up in
the local village, was derided with scorn and
scoff, learned to box, was no longer derided and
got himself a job as Chief Rigger Under Assistant
and Props Manager (Stage Left) at the FolkEast
Festival. If you see him, stop him and ask him the
one about his pet Donkey, then buy him a pint.
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Puzzling Page
Colour by Numbers

Eastfolk Sudooku

1 = Yellow 2 = Purple 3 = Blue 4 = Green

1
Instructions:
Fill in the missing squares so that
each horizontal line adds up to 3
Here’s the catch: each vertical line
MUST ALSO ADD UP TO THREE,
plus, each diagonal of 3 squares
must also add up to 3.
Good luck!
N.B. best puzzled out over a pint in
the Cobbold Arms, ask a friend for
advice if you get stuck.
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Pictured below is an ordinary
domestic object taken from an odd
angle, can you identify it?
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Mrs Editor,
Following on from your wildlife
article by a Mr Tim Hannon on
deerstalking in Middleton and your
subsequent correction that the 'female
of the red deer is a hind not a doe',
could I now please ask for assurance
that a ray remains a drop of golden sun
and that ‘me’ is an acceptable name to
call myself?
Yours sincerely,
Ray A. Dropoff-Goldensohn
Middletown, Eastfolk

Dear Mr Editor
In reference to the previous issue of
the Eastfolk Chronicle (Spring Issue
2015) I feel forced to write and state
that I disagree with all of the contents
to be found therein and found most of
it totally objectionable if not juvenile,
incorrect and not fit to line my hamster
cage.
Yours sincerely
Al Acrity (Mr)
Denham, Suffolk

Dear Mr Editor,
Further to the last letter from Mr
Acrity. I’d like to write to say that I
agree with his sentiment 100%.
Yours in disgust
Alvis Presley
Gracelands, Eastfolk

Fashion an origami

FolkEast Sun Hat
Never fear! Your Eastfolk
Chronicle can easily be
adapted for use as a sunshade
by following these simple
instructions.
Hip-hip-hip-hooray!

Fold out for sunrays

Use both pages to make a square

Fold up to centre

Fold in half

Fold again for brim

Fold down to meet in centre

Tuck corner inside

Fold to meet top

Fashionably adorn head

Issue 1 Crossword answers: Across 1. Sticks 2. Dang 3. Damn 4. For goodness sake 5. Lawks 6. Darn 7. Cripes 8. Lordy 9. Sausages 10. Oh blow 11. Hell 12. Curses Down 1. Rats 2. Dagnabbit 3. Drat 4. Confound it 5. Balderdash 6. Blast 7. Shoot 8. Streuth

